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for DGs, safety hazard and damages will lead to personal and
equipment if it’s still connected to utility grid when islanding
procedure occurs, particularly an unintentional one. But
different from DGs which just stop working and disconnecting
from grid within a short time interval (according to some
standards such as IEEE std. 1547), microgrids should
seamlessly transfer to island mode in order to provide voltage
to local consumers. Hence, robust, fast and accurate islanding
detection is critical for operation mode selection and
microgrid security [2, 3].
With regards to islanding detection for grid-connected
inverters, several methods were studied in literatures [2, 4-19].
Normally, islanding detection methods can be classified as
communication based methods, passive methods and active
methods.
Although communication based method doesn’t have nonIndex Terms--Islanding detection, frequency positive feedback,
detection
zone (NDZ) in theory, it relies on communication
Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL), Single-phase microgrids,
too
much.
Additionally, the total investment is high enough
constant power control.
and the implementation is usually complex and difficult [2, 4].
The other two categories are both local methods. Passive
I. INTRODUCTION
methods detect islanding by monitoring local electrical
ICROGRID is a combination of various kinds of parameters only, e.g. voltage, frequency, phase and harmonics
distributed generations (DGs), energy storage and at the point of common coupling (PCC). Usually, these
controllable local loads [1].With microgrid, the negative parameters will be abnormal or change in some degree after
impact to utility grid caused by DGs, e.g. power intermittent island occurs, which will trip the detector. OUV/OUF, Voltage
can be eliminated. Meanwhile, it can provide reliable and high Harmonics, Phase Jump, ROCOF/ ROCOV/ROCOP etc. [5-10]
quality power to local loads. In order to achieve efficient and are the most commonly used trip detectors. Passive method is
safe performance of these small but intelligent systems, easy to implement and effective in most situations. It doesn’t
microgrids can flexibly operate both in island and grid- affect power quality in grid-connected mode. However, it has
connected mode. But for each operation mode, the local a large NDZ especially when the generated power matches
management objectives and control methodologies are local consumption.
different. In island mode, the control objectives aim to
In order to reduce NDZ, active methods detect islanding by
guarantee reliable and high quality power supply, coordination injecting disturbance such as frequency, voltage, power and
control, energy management and so on. In grid-connected harmonic intentionally [11]. Active frequency drift (AFD)
mode, the exchange power control and management between method introduces slight zero chopper to output current which
utility grid and microgrid will be concerned.
drifts the frequency increase/decrease after islanding. But for
On the other hand, similar to grid-connected inverters used multiple converters and high Q load, this method would be
ineffective [12]. Active frequency drift positive feedback
(AFDPF) methods utilize a self positive feedback to increase
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zero fraction and accelerate frequency deviation. It solved the
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greatly [13]. Sandia frequency shift (SFS) is similar to AFDPF
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Abstract--An active islanding detection method based on
Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL) for constant power controlled
inverter in single-phase microgrid is proposed. This method
generates a phase shift comparing the instantaneous frequency
obtainedfrom FLL unit with the nominal frequency to modify
the reference phase angle. An initial low frequency variable
triangular disturbance is added to the phase shift in order to
reduce NDZ and accelerate the detection process especially in the
case of power matching. With the modified phase angle, the
frequency at PCC will be drifted away from the nominal
frequency until exceeding the threshold because of the frequency
positive feedback after islanding. Besides, FLL is introduced to
this method in order to lock frequency quickly considering that
the frequency is time-varying during the islanding detection
process. Simulation and experiment have been done to evaluate
this method.
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Fig. 1. Power stage and control algorithm for inverter used in single phase microgrid

by applying phase shift instead of frequency shift to remove
zero intervals. However, SMS is only stimulated by an
uncontrollable, externally supplied perturbation caused by
noise, measurement and quantization errors in practice when
the power matches well [5, 15]. Hence, the detection would
cost longer time. By an initial permanent phase disturbance
angle, auto phase shift (APS) method accelerates the process
[16]. But it’s difficult and complicated to design parameters
for APS. Besides, for constant power controlled converter, the
initial constant disturbance phase will be weaken or even
counteracted due to power regulation [14]. Some modified
SMS methods shown in [16] have the same effect as APS. For
frequency and phase shift active methods, Phase-Locked Loop
(PLL) is the base to generate frequency and reference phase.
In [18, 19], some active methods were proposed by modifying
the PLL structure. Some other active methods were introduced
in [11], [20] by voltage positive feedback, power distortion
and harmonic injection respectively. These active methods
decrease NDZ and detection time obviously for most gridconnected inverters with constant current control. In this paper,
an active islanding detection method for constant power
controlled microgrid with PLL is proposed. This method
applies frequency positive feedback by comparing the
instantaneous frequency with nominal line frequency.
Meanwhile, FLL is introduced in order to lock PCC frequency
quickly considering that the frequency is time-varying during
the islanding detection process. An initial low frequency
triangular phase disturbance is employed. Contrast with those
active methods mentioned above, it performances well both in
detection time and power quality for constant power control
algorithm in microgrid.
This paper is organized as follows: the basic control
structure is introduced and the PCC voltage response after
islanding is analyzed in Section II. In Section III, the islanding
detection method based on FLL is presented. The theory
analysis and the design of parameters are covered in this

section as well. In Section IV, validation of the proposed
method is assessed through simulation and experiment results.
Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. CONTROL STRATEGY DESIGN AND ANALYSIS ON PCC
VOLTAGE RESPONSE AFTER ISLANDING
A. Control Design for Inverter in Microgrid
Fig. 1 shows the power stage and control algorithm of the
inverter used in single-phase microgrid. With different work
mode for microgrid, the strategy and objective are different.
1). Control Design for Island Mode
Reliable power supply to local loads with pure sinusoidal
voltage is the basic goal for island mode. For single phase
inverters, the capacitor voltage and inductance current are
used as feedback signals and send to double closed-loop
control as shown in Fig. 1. Proportional-resonant (PR)
controller is employed due to its performance for tracking
fundamental as well as harmonic components caused by nonlinear loads [22] (in this paper, only linear parallel RLC load
is considered for islanding detection). Voltage and current PR
controller are as follows respectively,

where
,
are the proportional coefficients;
,
are
the fundamental resonant coefficients (k=1) and kth harmonic
resonant coefficients;
and
represent the cut-off
frequency and resonance angular frequency, respectively.
In island mode, the reference voltage and frequency (or
phase) are given as
and
in Fig.1 respectively.
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2). Control Design for Synchronous Mode
Synchronous mode is defined as the transition between
island and grid-connected mode of operation. In this mode, the
reference voltage and phase are set to be voltage and phase at
PCC from PLL unit [22]. Hence, the synchronization process
between the output voltage and grid voltage smooth the
transition from island to grid-connected mode.
3). Control Design for Grid Connected Mode
Generally, microgrid is considered as a PQ node in gridconnected mode to control the exchange active/reactive power
(P/Q) with the main utility. In the rotating reference frame, as
the vq equals to zero when it is synchronized with the grid
voltage, the active and reactive reference current can be
calculated from (3) and (4), respectively [24].

where
,
indicate power reference exchange between
the microgrid and the main utility; , , , represent the
d-axis and q-axis components for current and voltage,
respectively.
According to different active and reactive power reference,
reference current can be generated through dq/αβ
transformation based on the phase angle from PLL shown in
Fig. 1. What should be noted here is the reference phase of
current is modified through the islanding detection method
(IDM) model based on the PCC voltage phase angle.
With the reference current, PR controller in (2) is utilized
here to regulate the power exchanging between utility grid and
microgrid.
B. PCC Voltage and Frequency Response after Islanding
Eq. (5) and (6) represent the active and reactive power
consumed for parallel RLC load when microgrid is connected
to utility grid with constant power control, respectively [25].

where PL, QL, PMG, QMG, PG, QG are the active/reactive power
for RLC load, microgrid output power and injected power to
utility grid shown in Fig.1 respectively; VPCC and fg are the
PCC voltage and frequency.
Thus, the frequency and magnitude of PCC voltage is
seriously affected both by power state and the characteristics
of local load after islanding. But the basic principle is that the
voltage magnitude and frequency at PCC will change until the
output power matches the local consumption after islanding.
From (5), if the output active power doesn’t match the
requirement, PCC voltage will certainly increase or decrease
until PMG=PL. Similarly, the frequency has to change and
stabilize at a frequency where the output reactive power equals
to the demand. But different from that the magnitude is just
dominated by the active power mismatch, the frequency will
flux both for the active and reactive power mismatch, if we
combine (5) and (6).

The other factor affecting frequency at PCC is the
characteristics of local load. The quality factor for RLC load is
defined as below,

where
is the natural resonant frequency of the
parallel RLC. Thus, eq. (6) can be modified as follows,

The active and reactive mismatch power after islanding can
be expressed as follows,

where
,
, ,
represent the active/reactive mismatch
power and the consumed active/reactive power after islanding,
respectively. For constant power control method,
and
are the objective after islanding.
Assumed that the reactive power matches well while the
active power does not, the following equation can be obtained
from (8) and (9):

where f indicates the stable frequency after islanding.
It indicates that the influence on frequency from the active
power mismatch is not only determined by the sign of the
active mismatch power and the output active power, but also
determined by the relationship between the load resonance
frequency and utility frequency at PCC.
Similarly, assumed that the active power matches well
while the reactive power does not, the following equation can
be obtained from (8) and (10):

Except for the sign of the reactive power mismatch and the
output reactive power, there is also a relationship between the
resonance frequency and the steady frequency after islanding.
From (11) and (12), the voltage and frequency response can be
concluded in Table I.
For a parallel RLC load, the transfer function from current
to voltage (scilicet the form of RLC in s domain) is defined in
(13) as follows,

The corresponding phase-frequency curve for three different
Qf is shown in Fig. 2. In grid-connected mode, the stable
frequency equals to the frequency of utility voltage (fg) for any
Qf and output power factor angle θPF. The operation points are
marked with a, c and e on each curve. While microgrid with
constant θPF (constant power controlled) transfers to island
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TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POWER STATE AND PCC VOLTAGE

Power
state
ΔP=0
ΔQ=0
ΔP=0
ΔQ>0
ΔP=0
ΔQ<0
ΔP>0
ΔQ=0
ΔP<0
ΔQ=0
ΔP≠0
ΔQ≠0

III. IDM BASED ON FLL USING FREQUENCY POSITIVE
FEEDBACK

Magnitude

Stable frequency

unchanged

unchanged（f=fg）

QMG>0: f decrease and f<fo
QMG<0: f decrease and f>fo
QMG>0: f increase and f<fo
unchanged
QMG<0: f increase and f>fo
QMG>0: f increase and f<fo
increase
QMG<0: f decrease and f>fo
QMG>0: f increase and f<fo
PMG>0
QMG<0: f decrease and f>fo
decrease
QMG>0: f increase and f<fo
PMG<0
QMG<0: f decrease and f>fo
unchanged

change

depends on

,

, PMG and QMG

Note: QMG>0/QMG<0 mean microgrid output inductive/capacitive reactive
power respectively; PMG>0 /PMG<0 mean active power exporting to/ absorbing
from utility grid.

Fig. 2 Phase-frequency curve for parallel RLC and the proposed IDM

mode, the frequency will deviate until the equation below is
satisfied,
where θPF and θL(f) are the power factor angle and load
impedance angle at stable frequency after islanding. Only for
unity power factor, the frequency will stabilize at the natural
resonant frequency fo of the load.
As shown in Fig. 2, the frequency will be drifted up after
islanding to the stable operation points where the intersection
of the load Phase-frequency curve and output power factor
angle marked as b, d and e on curves for three different power
qualities respectively. The figure shows, in the case of power
mismatch, the stable frequency for Qf =1 will exceed the upper
frequency threshold fmax while for Qf =1.5 will not. In the case
of active\reactive power match for Qf =2.5, the stable
frequency doesn’t change at all. It can be concluded that the
higher power quality for a certain power mismatch, the little
frequency deviation will be. On the other hand, the frequency
will not change if the power matches well. As a result, high
load power quality and power match are the worst case for
islanding detection. According to IEEE Standard 929 [25], Qf
<2.5 can represent the power quality of general loads in reality.
As a result, parallel RLC load with Qf=2.5 is used for
islanding detection in this paper.

In order to drive the frequency of PCC voltage exceeding
the permissible range, frequency based islanding detection
method has to change the frequency of output current actively.
A. IDM Based on Frequency Positive Feedback
Without considering the little steady error of control
method, the output current can be assumed to reference
current defined below,

where I is the magnitude of reference current; fg, φi, θPF are the
locked frequency of PCC voltage, phase angle of reference
current and power factor angle, respectively; θIDM is the phase
shift generated from IDM unit.
The phase shift is generated based on frequency positive
feedback as follows,

where fn and f are the nominal line frequency and the
measured instantaneous frequency at PCC; m is the
acceleration coefficient for frequency positive feedback.
From (16), the shift phase will be positive once the PCC
frequency is greater than nominal line frequency. Then, the
positive phase shift will drift the reference frequency higher if
the sum of θIDM and φi is positive as shown in Fig.2. And the
greater PCC frequency will lead a larger positive phase shift
further until PCC frequency exceeding the upper limitation.
Similarly, the reference frequency will be lower and lower
once PCC frequency is smaller than nominal line frequency.
This is the mechanism of frequency positive feedback.
As it is shown in Fig.2, in order to drift the frequency out
of the allowable range, there must be no stable operation point
within the range at least or no stable operation point at all.
Therefore, the change of reference phase versus frequency
deviation must be faster than the change of load impedance
angle. Hence, the following relationship should be satisfied,

The solution can be derived from (13), (16) and (17),

It can be obtained from the curve in Fig.2 that the value
will be maximum when the resonance frequency equals to the
utility frequency (fo = fg).
But if the power matches exactly, PCC frequency equals to
nominal line frequency. In this case, the phase shift equals to
zero and can be only stimulated by the measurement and
sample errors in practice [5, 16]. The islanding detection may
be lengthen or even fail. In [16], an additional initial phase
shift in Eq. (19) is used to solve this issue.
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Fig. 3 Detail control diagram for proposed IDM

Fig. 4 phase-frequency curve for PLL (red) and FLL (blue)

where
is the initial phase perturbation and sign(f-fn) is
the sign of error between measured and nominal frequency.
However, constant initial phase shift could be
counterweighed by the power factor angle for constant power
control strategy in microgrid [21]. So the initial phase shift
applied in this paper is defined as a low frequency triangular
signal below,

where T is the period of triangular signal; δ0 is a small constant
perturbation.
With the proposed method, the control unit with slash
shade in Fig. 1 can be expressed in detail as Fig. 3.
B. IDM Effect Analysis Using PLL and FLL
From (15), another element affecting current reference
phase angle is the frequency locked from PCC voltage.
Usually, PLL based on second order general integrator (SOGI)
is used in single phase system to generate the phase angle for
reference current [27]. But just as the frequency based IDM
discussed above, PCC frequency is variable with the output
current frequency variation after islanding, especially active
IDM is used. With the SOGI module shown in Fig. 3, the
transfer function is defined as,

where ω is the resonance frequency of SOGI.
Generally, the resonance frequency is fixed to nominal line
frequency. The corresponding frequency response curve is
shown in Fig.4.
It can be obtained that the SOGI unit will lead to phase
error if the input frequency doesn’t equal to the resonance
frequency. In detail, the phase error is positive if the input
frequency is lower than resonance frequency while the error is
negative if the frequency is higher than resonance frequency.
As a result, during the active detection process after islanding,
the SOGI unit will certainly be inaccurate because of the
variation of PCC frequency. Fig. 5 shows the reference phase
and the corresponding reference current considering the
generated phase shift and the phase error caused by PLL.
According to the IDM based on frequency positive
feedback proposed above, the phase shift θIDM is negative if
PCC frequency is lower than nominal line frequency at t=t1

Fig.5 The effect of the phase error

labeled in Fig.5. However, the phase error θerr caused by the
SOGI unit is positive at the same period. Thus, this phase error
will counteract the phase shift and weaken the positive effect
of the frequency feedback. Thereby, the real period is T2 if
both the phase shift and phase error are considered rather than
the period T3 when only phase shift is considered. Therefore,
the change of frequency will be slower and the detection time
will be longer. The same conclusion can be obtained in the
case that PCC frequency is higher than nominal line frequency.
In order to solve this problem, Frequency-Locked Loop
(FLL) is introduced to SOGI unit to modify the constant
resonance frequency in this paper as Fig.3 [28]. Here, the
dynamic frequency deviation from FLL is added to nominal
angular frequency to improve the stability. The corresponding
phase-frequency curve is also shown in Fig. 4. As the
resonance frequency is dynamic changed, there is no phase
error no matter the input frequency changes or not.
Except for the phase error, another element affecting the
active IDM is PCC frequency fg according to (15). Based on
FLL presented in Fig.3, the reference frequency is also
modified. This process contributes to the frequency lock speed
in contrast with conventional PLL. The ramp response for
conventional PLL and modified unit with FLL are both drawn
in Fig.6. It shows that the ramp response for FLL unit is more
rapid than that of conventional PLL. This rapid response can
improve the effect of frequency positive feedback.
C. NDZ Analysis of the Proposed Method
Load parameter space based on the load quality factor and
resonant frequency (Qf versus f0) is utilized to evaluate the
NDZ for the proposed IDM. According to Fig.2, the following
phase criteria should be met,
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Fig.6 Ramp response curve for PLL and FLL
(a) NDZ with different power factor and acceleration coefficient

The following equation can be obtained from (13), (16),
(22),

where tan(θPF) is the constant value determined by power
factor. Adjusting the frequency after islanding to the threshold
(fmax and fmin) [28], the relationship for load quality factor and
resonance frequency with different power factor and positive
acceleration coefficient calculated from (18) is shown in Fig.7.
The area between two curves with the same power factor and
acceleration parameter (the same color) is the NDZ
corresponding to the given parameters. In Fig.7 (a), the
boundary marked with star separates the NDZ and non-NDZ
area with the same positive acceleration coefficient (m=7) and
random power factor. From the details of the NDZ curve in
Fig.7 (b), it can be obtained that there will be no NDZ for load
with quality factor less than 2.62 using the proposed IDM.
Another conclusion from the NDZ curves with m=7 and
m=15 is that the larger the positive acceleration coefficient,
the narrower the corresponding NDZ. But the perturbation and
distortion of the output current during grid-connected mode
will be increased meanwhile.

(b) Zoom in of the NDZ
Fig.7 NDZs of the proposed IDM with different parameters

Although this method is analyzed and used for single phase
inverter, it is also effective for three phase inverter using
similar control strategy based on PLL in grid-connected mode.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The proposed IDM, as the structure and control algorithms,
were implemented in MATLAB/Simulink based on Fig.1. The
proposed strategy is validated in a dSPACE 1006 based realtime platform. The setup used consists of a constant power
controlled single-phase inverter and a parallel RLC load. The
D. Analysis for multiple inverters and three phase system
power stage parameters and corresponding control parameters
In the case of multiple inverters using the proposed method,
are listed in Table II.
each inverter will introduce the initial disturbance and positive
Three scenarios with different islanding detection methods
feedback. No matter the sign of initial phase shift at the same
are simulated and assessed by considering the case with
time is the same or not, the sum will not counteract each other
active/reactive power match as the worst case for islanding
because the nonlinear of sinusoidal. Hence, the initial phase
detection.
disturbance to PCC frequency is still effective. After islanding,
Scenario (S1): Passive islanding detection method.
PCC voltage equals to the sum of each output current
Scenario (S2): PLL-based islanding detection method using
multiplied by load impedance. For each inverter, the angle
frequency positive feedback.
deviation of output current is determined by PCC frequency
Scenario (S3): FLL-based islanding detection method using
and its own P\Q reference shown in Eq. (15). So the deviation
frequency positive feedback.
angle will drift the frequency in the same direction as the same
For the parallel RLC load (Qf = 2.5) given in Table II, the
PCC frequency. Although different IDM and FLL parameters
reference active/reactive power is 920W/-500Var. For all the
lead to different frequency deviation speed for each inverter,
three planned scenarios, the output active/reactive power is
the sum of the current with the same frequency deviation in
controlled to be the reference value in grid-connected mode in
direction still leads the same deviation to PCC frequency in
order to match the parallel RLC load. At t=0.2s, the main
direction. Moreover, small voltage fluctuation owing to the
utility is abnormal and island occurs. O/UF with the frequency
slight frequency differ of each output current contributes to the
limitation 500.5Hz was used as the islanding detector.
instability. Therefore, the proposed method is still effective for
Fig. 8 shows the results, including PCC voltage, output
multiple inverters.
active/reactive power, PCC frequency, the islanding and trip
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TABLE II. POWER STAGE AND CONTROL PARAMETERS

kpV
0.005
m
7
krI1
160
k1
1
AFD
cf0
0.03

200
VPCC (V)

Utility grid
Load
Vrms(V)/f(Hz)
R(Ω)/L(mH)/C(μF)
230/50
57.5 /81.6/154.3
Voltage Controller
krV1
krV3
krV5
kpI
80
45
30
50
IDM Parameters
δ0
T (s)
fmax(Hz)
fmin(Hz)
1.5°
1
50.5
49.5
Current Controller
krI3
krI5
ωc (rad/s)
35
25
8
FLL Parameters
k2
kp-PLL
ki-PLL
ωN (rad/s)
-0.4
0.7
0.2
100pi
SMS Parameters
Line Impedance
θm
fm(Hz)
r(Ω)/l (mH)
10°
53
0.1/1

0
-200

PMG/QMG
(W/Var)

LC Filter
L(mH)/C(μF)
3.6/13.5

-400
1000
PMG

0

1

VPCC (V)

200

48

0

0
Islanding

fPCC(Hz)

50.0

#

2

PMG
0

QMG

Signal

PMG/QMG
(W/Var)

0.0

0.2

0.4

t/s

0.6

0.8

1.0

5#

49.5
49.0
2

-400
1000

6#

Islanding

Trip

0

0.272
-2

-1000
50.02

fPCC(Hz)

4#

Trip

-2

-200

3#

50.00
49.98
2

Signal

Signal

400

2#

3#

50

2
#

QMG

-1000
fPCC(Hz)

DC
Vdc(V)
650

1#

400

Islanding

4#

0
Trip
-2
0.0

0.2

0.4

t/s

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 8 Results for islanding detection without active IDM (1#: PCC voltage; 2#:
output active/reactive power; 3#: PCC frequency; 4#: Islanding and trigger
signal)

signal, corresponding to scenario S1 with a passive islanding
detection method. It shows that the inverter is constant power
controlled and the output power follows the reference value
properly. But the voltage at PCC is stable after islanding as the
output power matches the local load. The PCC frequency just
slightly changes (within 0.02Hz) after islanding. As a result, it
is not enough to trigger O/UF detector and indicate the
islanding. It can be seen that it will be located in NDZ for this
scenario S1.
Fig.9 shows the similar results after islanding for scenario
S2 with PLL-based IDM using a frequency positive feedback
method. As the frequency is a positive feedback, the frequency
at PCC is drifted away from nominal value and reaches the
threshold rapidly. From the details of frequency and signal
waveforms, islanding can be detected at t=0.272s. As the
frequency changes, PCC voltage marked with 1 # has also

0.20

0.22

0.24

t/s

0.26

0.28

Fig. 9 Results for islanding detection with PLL-based IDM (1#: PCC voltage;
2#: output active/reactive power; 3#: PCC frequency; 4#: Islanding and trigger
signal; 5#: PCC frequency zoom in; 6#: Trigger signal zoom in)

changed a little due to the magnitude response for RLC is
frequency dependence. Meanwhile, the output active/reactive
power also changes along with the frequency deviation.
Fig.10 shows the third scenario S3 with FLL-based IDM
using frequency positive feedback proposed in this paper. As
it can be seen from the results, PCC frequency also changes
similarly to the PLL-based method, but the rate of change of
frequency is faster. At t=0.248s, islanding can be detected.
The output power and the PCC voltage change a lot both than
the passive method and PLL-based method as the frequency
changes more severely. From Fig. 10, the frequency increased
after islanding while it decreased in Fig. 9. It is determined by
the initial frequency error at the beginning whether the
frequency increases or decreases.
For parallel RLC load with different quality factor, the
detection trigger signal using the proposed detection method is
illustrated in Fig. 11. Corresponding to Qf=1.5, Qf=2.5, Qf=3,
the detection time are t=0.241s, t=0.251s, t=0.257s
respectively. It shows that the larger the quality factor Qf, the
longer will it cost for islanding detection.
Additionally, nonislanding event was considered to test the
accuracy of the proposed method. Fig. 12(a), (b) shows the
PCC frequency when switching on (t1)\cutting off (t2) resistive
load R=10Ω and capacitive load C=470μF, respectively. It can
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400

1#

VPCC (V)

200
0

PMG/QMG
(W/Var)

-200
-400
1000

2#
PMG

0

QMG

-1000
fPCC(Hz)

70

3#

60

Fig. 11 Trigger signal for different Qf using proposed method

50
Signal

2

4#

Trip

0
Islanding
-2

fPCC(Hz)

51.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

50.5

(a) Resistive load
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Fig. 13 Comparison results with AFD and SMS islanding detection method

be seen PCC frequency will change because of the sudden
load. But it doesn’t exceed the allowance limitation. One
reason is that orthogonal and LPF unit used in Frequency
locked unit filter the change of frequency. However, for large
load in weak grid, false detection is possible as mentioned in
[14]. Some confirm process such as time-delay has to be
applied to increase the accuracy at the expense of detection
time.

Fig. 13 shows the results comparing with AFD and SMS
method including the change of PCC frequency and trigger
signal. The parameters used for AFD and SMS are listed in
Table II. It can be seen that the proposed method based on
FLL could detect islanding at t=0.252s while the detection
time is t=0.292s for AFD. But for SMS method, it costs a
much longer time to detect islanding at t=0.92. Therefore,
AFD is more effective than SMS for constant power
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controlled inverter because the power regulation could
counteract the angle from SMS. From the results, the positive
feedback method based on FLL is effective and fast.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an active islanding detection method
for single phase inverters used in microgrids. This method ,
according to the analysis of PCC voltage and frequency
response after islanding, utilizes frequency positive feedback
and FLL which makes the detection accurate and fast
considering that the frequency is time variable during the
detection process. Additionally, by a low frequency variable
initial disturbance angle instead of constant one, this method
solves the issue that it could be counterweighed by the power
regulation for constant power controlled inverter when
microgrid connected to utility grid. Three scenarios were used
to verify the effectiveness. The results have shown the
performance of the proposed islanding detection method for
constant power controlled inverters used in microgrids.
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